
12-10-2022 USPA Zoom Masterclass #36 
Chat The Human Aspect Of Radionics: Thoughts, Words, And Actions with Dan Mangum 

Time Attendee Comment 

0:22:05 Carlos P. Hello from Barcelona, Spain 

0:24:41 Karl K. Hi from L.A. 

0:38:25 USPA questions typed here… will be asked of Dan at the end of his talk 

0:39:36 Donna A. Your beautiful dog would be a help 

0:40:34 Libby R. Question:  What do you think is the mechanism for how an intention is amplified by radionics? 

0:41:42 Lucy A. How do we create space to also acknowledge and let go of sadness, pain, grief, disappointment 😔  

0:41:52 Donna A. In the beginning was the WORD 

0:41:58 Zulie 
Rodriguezz: 

Question,  I have trouble getting the rates of and am confused with rates in radionics 
manifestation, so what I do is I use dowsing and sometimes the stick but honest do I need "rates' 
to accomplishment and there is a list of rates and I sometimes don't see those rates that I need 
presea.  also I have Dan's book so excited to here you speak today. 

0:42:15 Derk M. Thanks for sharing the Master Classes! I enjoy it! 

0:42:42 Brian A. How do we get more information from Dan Magnum, website, etc? 

0:45:49 Karl K. Interesting, the name of a psychic I met yesterday. 

0:52:52 USPA Please support USPA  Join today and or donate!!!   USPA in a educational Non Profit.  
psychotronics.org 

0:58:29 Brian A. The Intention Experiment by Lynn McTaggart is excellent, giving examples of scientific intention 
experiments, and the last chapter gives step by step instructions to set great intentions. Probably 
available at your library. 

1:03:13 Irma S. What is “rates” for someone not knowledgeable in radionics? 

1:03:32 Brian A. I found re-agents such as colors or scents bump the rates on a cold-scan significantly. On my KRT 
and homemade machines, these reagents max the dials up to 98+. However I wonder if the 
reagents are "flooding" the intention and the actual intention is getting lost in the re-agent's 
influence. 

1:03:39 Carlos P. Question about rates: What's the point to use other people's general rates instead of your own for 
the specific  purpose of that moment? 

1:03:39 Donna A. maybe Dan could describe the things he makes? Show and tell? 

1:03:48 Lucy A. I'm a beginner, What's the best way to get started with an Instrument?  🙏🌈🙏 

1:04:47 Karl K. Does anyone read or know anyone who is able to read auras? (The description of what is going on 
in the aura of a subject during a treatment is a plus to whatever can be sensed vibrationally.) 

1:06:59 Derk M. Like an Empath intuition…? 

1:07:55 Dan T.  https://harmonicenergyworks.com/ 

1:08:02 USPA Harmonicenergyworks.com 

1:12:19 Derk M. Red light therapy…? 

1:16:24 Derk M. Belief system… 

1:18:40 Donna C. Do words have rates? 

1:21:03 Harold G. Fran Farelly taught use of instruments and then how to do radionics without them. Please explain 

1:25:22 Brian A. Learning: "Radionics in Agriculture" by Arden Anderson is a DVD course that taught me a lot 

1:27:20 Brian A. Are your instruments grounded? 

1:27:32 Lucy A. please show coils again 🙏 

1:28:09 Janey L.  hello from Ireland 💚🇨🇮  I have used Radionics for the past 8yrs for energy healing & homeopathy. 
The homeopathic remedy rates have been attained through dowsing. Is this how you have created 
your data base of rates Dan? Thank you, Janey 

1:29:48 Carlos P. QUESTION: Do you know Cosmic Pipes? If so, what is your opinion about this tool? 

1:30:21 Lucy A. Grateful for all info and support 🙏 🙌 🙏 

1:30:43 Janey L.  yes pendulum 

1:32:29 Janey L.  thank you 

1:32:31 PT F What is a cosmic pipe? 



1:32:40 Brian A. Do you think Cosmic Pipes can be used in non-agricultural applications, such as manifestation 

1:33:53 Anthony Y. can you give us a link to a cosmic pipe 

1:33:53 Michael S. If we use a grounding rod, can it have any unintended consequencs of the rod is placed in an 
unbalanced grid line? 

1:34:35 USPA will try to find source and publish in USPA newsletter 

1:34:43 Harold G. What is difference bw radionics and radiesthesia 

1:34:52 USPA Hugh Lovell did cosmic pipes 

1:34:56 Anthony Y. okay thank you 

1:35:01 Carlos P. Apart the information from ACREUSA,. Any info about its design and real/practical uses? 

1:37:05 Janey L.  I have frequently broadcast beyond the 1500 mile suggested expense that radionics covers and 
had fantastic results...what are your thoughts on the distance you can broadcast too? 

1:38:14 Janey L.  brilliant thank you. yes 

1:38:29 Janey L.  I have gone back through tinelines 

1:38:50 Allan P. have you ever heard of or used Slim Spuriings Evnvironmental Harmonizer? 

1:42:03 Janey L.  I would love to be a member. Eric Wilson speaks very highly of you and how I found you. 🙏🏼 I am 
thrilled! 

1:43:23 Donna A. Glen Rein 

1:43:26 Janey L.  Who was that Brinkley? 

1:43:38 Donna C. How does one become a member of US Psychotronics? 

1:43:48 USPA Dannion Brinckley 

1:43:52 Allan P. right, have heard of Twisted sage  

1:44:05 Lucy A. what is movie by Dan Brinkley ? 

1:44:31 Harold G. Is there a site for exchanging info on radionics, like a listserv 

1:44:48 USPA psychotronics.org 

1:45:20 USPA Facebook has a radionics page 

1:45:56 PT F There are also KRT Betar Coils. 

1:46:41 Janey L.  those look awesome 

1:46:51 Dan T.  https://www.psychotronics.org/shop/masterclass-28-what-dying-teaches-you-about-living-with-
dannion-brinkley/ 

1:46:53 USPA Dannion had a uspa masterclass last april 

1:47:30 Janey L.  Can I share a website... this guy is designing stuff that goes of hubcaps for cars... 

1:47:47 Jamuna B. Do paper remedies (without any device) use our own energy? 

1:47:47 Libby R. What is the facebook radionics page? 

1:47:50 Dan T.  Thanks, Dan and Scott! 

1:47:53 Brian A. great talk, thanks. 

1:47:56 Janey L.  Everytime the wheel spins it emits a frequency 

1:48:02 Donna C. Thank you Dan 

1:48:24 Allan P. thank you Dan 

1:48:29 David W. Many thanks Dan 

1:48:29 Michael S. https://www.facebook.com/groups/radionics 

1:48:45 Alan G. Thank you Dan, Scott and USPA.  Great Stuff!! 

1:48:48 PT F What is your name??? 

1:49:01 Poornima R. Thank you Dan 

1:49:04 Janey L.  http://www.jnanajean.com 

1:49:22 Janey L.  Thank you Dan! 

1:49:32 Janey L.  thanks scott 

1:49:34 Bob W. Good job Dan 

1:49:36 Jamuna B. Mahalo �🏽🙏🏽🌀 

1:49:38 Jill V. Thank you That was fascinating 

1:49:47 PT F Thanks for shaing... 

 


